// X PREP & // T USCAN
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// X PREP -A6 & A12
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Column auto sampler

T USCAN

Direct injection:

maximum reduction of contamination

Installation takes 10 seconds!

Full control over the
combustion speed

Custom methods

// T USCAN
Auto sampler for the direct introduction of AOX column content into the sample boat.
The T USCAN auto sampler delivers the content
of an AOX column into the X PLORER sample
boat, similar to the ECA 1700 for the ECS
1200 (Euroglastm)
Installation takes only 10 seconds!
Installation and repositioning of the sampler
takes about 10 seconds, removing about 3
seconds. No calibration requirements at all.
Mechanical

fixture

and

power/control

connections are fully integrated.
42 Columns for direct injection!
Integrates with software!
TEIS software fully controls all sampler
parameters, such as: priority of the sample,
one or two columns in one combustion run,
auto recognition, initialization procedure, auto
adjustment and empty position alert.
TEIS software provides methods available for
ISO, EPA and DIN methods (e.g. ISO 9562,
EPA

9020).

Customization

methods is possible.

How does it work?
Once the columns are placed in the TUSCAN,
TEIS software controls the introduction of the
samples. Assisted by boat introduction, there
is full control over the combustion speed of
sample and carbon. The TUSCAN is capable of
introducing

all
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Because of the horizontal position of the
furnace tube, there is absolutely no need for
removing the combustion tube from the hot
furnace. Removing ash and ceramic wool
remains by emptying the boat only takes
about 1 minute!
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Features XPREP-A6 & A12
-

Features TUSCAN

Fastest sample preparation
Fully automated
Small footprint
Stand-alone
Automatic rinse
Compatible with all sorts of AOX columns
Up to 12 channels
Controlled sample flow
Columns run simultaneously
Default methods & norms
Software controlled

-

Easy and fast installation
Fully automated
Small footprint
No need for removing furnace tube
No need for cups
Direct injection
Default & customized methods
Software controlled
Integrates with TEIS software

Features XPREP-A6 & A12 along with the TUSCAN
-

Total solution
Fully automated
Reliable and accurate data
Smooth interaction
Ability to feed 2 analyzers
Runs practically unattended
Round the clock operation

X PREP-A6 & A12 Specification
Dimensions (W x H x D):
Weight:
Filtration:
Channels:
Filtration speed:
Methods/Protocol:
Sample volume:
Wash volume:
Waste collection:
Software:

A6:
22 x 28 x 50 cm (8.7 x 11.0 x 19.7 inch)
A12:
44 x 28 x 50 cm (17.3 x 11.0 x 19.7 inch)
A6:
10 kg (22 lbs)
A12:
20 kg (44 lbs)
Automatic
6 or 12
3 mL/min default, 1 - 6 mL/min custom
Column method or Custom defined methods
1 - 100 mL
25 mL default, 1 - 999 mL custom
Central waste collection with drain capability
Independent per 6 channels

T USCAN Specification
Dimensions (W x H x D):

17 x 25 x 16.3 cm (6.3 x 9.8 x 6.4 inch)

Weight:
Injection:
Column positions:
Power requirements:
Max. piston power:
Compatibility:
Sample Matrix

1.6 kg (3.5 lbs)
Automatic
42
Supplied by X PLORER analyzer, 24 V.
200 Newton
X PLORER elemental analyzer
AOX Methods

